Cornell 48, Fontbonne 0
Saturday, Feb. 13
Small Sport Center
Mount Vernon, Iowa

Match results
157 – Austin Thomas (C) maj. dec. Majahid Smith, 13-1. 165 – Casey Allen (C) pinned Christian Trigg, 2:36.
174 – John Marsh (C) tech fall Micah Dennis, 17-1. 184 – Bryce Oveson (C) won by forfeit. 197 – Trevor Trende (C) pinned Sam Martin, 1:35. 285 – Alex Heisdorffer (C) dec. Joey Johnson, 2-0.

Match statistics
Takedowns – Cornell 23, Fontbonne 0; Nearfall points – Cornell 22, Fontbonne 0; Reversals – Cornell 0, Fontbonne 0; Escapes – Cornell 3, Fontbonne 11; Penalty points – Cornell 5, Fontbonne 0; Riding time points – Cornell 5, Fontbonne 0.

Referee: Nick Helmich
Length of match: :59
Attendance: 45

Records:
Cornell is 3-1 overall
Fontbonne is 1-2 overall